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VIDEO SOFTWARE
Free Video Cutter Expert

Free Video Cutter Expert is a free and powerful video cutting software application
to cut a video into segments with millisecond precision.
With this powerful program, you can cut videos into one or more clips and remove
undesired parts such as trailer or advertisements.
It supports almost all popular video formats such as
MP4,WMV,FLV,AVI,MPEG,MOV,MKV,3GP,SWF and VOB.
You can specify which parts of the video to include or which parts to exclude.
Also, the videos can be split easily into equal length parts or be split by time.
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A fade-in and fade-out effect can also be applied on each one of the clips or for the
whole video clip.
It has a storyboard and a built-in video player that enables preview of the original
video and output file with highly accurate millisecond precision.
Free Video Cutter Expert helps you also to share or backup large video files because
you can split them into smaller ones that are easy to upload and store.
It is very easy to use and fast. No need to wait for importing video files. Just drag
and drop the video file and specify easily the start and end points of the video clips
with high accuracy.
You can also convert the input video file into another format and the output video
segments can be joined or you can cut the video into sepparate video files.
Also Free Video Cutter Expert can auto-shutdown the computer, sleep, hibernate,
logoff e.t.c. or explore the output video file when the cut process is done.
Moreover, you can easily pause the cut process and resume it afterwards again or
stop it.
The application is multilingual and translated into 38 different languages.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/free-video-cutter-expert/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/FreeVideoCutterExpertSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/free-video-cutter-expert-pad.xml
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Video Rotator and Flipper

Rotate videos or flip videos of your cell phone or camcorder or other videos to fix
them and view them correctly..
Have you ever captured video with your cell phone or camcorder only to discover
when you play it back on your computer that the video is rotated 90 degrees? Or
maybe you shot it that way on purpose because you preferred portrait style to a
landscape view? Then this free application is for you. It will fix your videos easily
with just a few clicks.
With Video Rotator and Flipper you can rotate videos 90° left, rotate 90° right,
rotate 180°, flip videos horizontally or flip videos vertically videos.
Supports more than 10 video formats and you can preview the result with an
inbuilt-player.
The application is multilingual and translated into 38 languages.
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To sum up, Video Rotator and Flipper is the best choice if you want a free, simple,
multilingual application that will fix and rotate videos or flip videos of your cell
phone, camcorder or other videos so that they can be displayed correctly..
Supported Video Formats : MP4,WMV,FLV,AVI,MPEG,MOV,MKV,3GP,SWF and
VOB.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/video-rotator-and-flipper/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/VideoRotatorAndFlipperSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/video-rotator-and-flipper-pad.xml
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Video Joiner Expert

Do you want to combine video files ? Have you tried other programs in order to merge
videos files of different formats, sizes and aspect ratios and you couldn't ? Do you
want a versatile video combiner that can handle almost all video formats and has
many output formats and output profiles for Android, Iphone, Ipod, PSP, XBOX,
DVD e.t.c. ? Do you want to batch join many videos using Text file, Excel file, CSV
file lists ? Then this application is for you. Video Joiner Expert is a powerful MP4
joiner, AVI joiner, MOV joiner, VOB joiner, WMV joiner, WEBM joiner, MKV
joiner and other video merger. It is unique because it can join video files that have
different formats, different screen sizes and also different aspect ratios !
Video Joiner Expert will merge MP4 files, combine AVI video files, join MOV, FLV,
MKV, ASF, RM and also can handle most of all the available video formats.
It has a large number of different output formats and output profiles, including profiles
for Android, Iphone, Ipod, PSP, XBOX, H265, MP4, AVI, Xvid, DVD e.t.c.
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Moreover, you can batch merge video files by using Text file lists, Excel file lists,
CSV file lists, or by entering the lists of videos to join directly.
You can specify the output format and different encoding options directly and you
can also normalize the output audio, mix or replace the audio of the join with another
audio file, draw text on the combined video, draw scrolling text on the merged
video.
It is also possible to fade in and fade out the video clips of the join and also to overlay
a picture above the video.
You can also use two-pass video encoding and a specific in-built bitrates calculator
tool to generate join videos of specific file sizes.
An ultrafast preview of the join can also be generated.
The application supports drag-and-drop actions and is very easy to use.
Lastly, if the input videos have exactly the same format then you can use a very fast
join process that will skip extra encoding.
The application is also multilingual and translated into 39 different languages.
Webpage :
https://www.4dots-software.com/video-joiner-expert/
Download Link :
https://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/VideoJoinerExpertSetup.exe
PAD File :
https://www.4dots-software.com/pads/video-joiner-expert-pad.xml
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Video Converter Expert

Do you want to convert video files for free ? Do you want a versatile video converter
that can handle almost all video formats and has many output formats and output
profiles for Android, Iphone, Ipod, PSP, XBOX, DVD e.t.c. ?
Then try Video Converter Expert and convert videos for free. It can import videos
using Text file, Excel file, CSV file lists .
Video Converter Expert is a powerful video converter, video to mp3 converter, mp4
to mp3 converter, flv to mp4 converter, avi to mp4 converter, mp4 to dvd converter, dvd to mp4 converter, vob to mp4 converter, 3gp to mp3 converter e.t.c..
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Video Converter Expert has a large number of different output formats and output profiles, including profiles for Android, Iphone, Ipod, PSP, XBOX, H265, MP4, AVI, Xvid,
DVD e.t.c.
You can specify the output format and different encoding options directly and you
can also normalize the output audio, mix or replace the audio with another audio file,
draw text on the video, draw scrolling text on the video.
It is also possible to fade in and fade out the video clips of the join and also to overlay
a picture above the video.
You can also use two-pass video encoding and a specific in-built bitrates calculator
tool to generate videos of specific file sizes.
The application supports drag-and-drop actions and is very easy to use.
Video Converter Expert can also be integrated into Windows Explorer and you can
select videos to convert with a right mouse click.
The application is also multilingual and translated into 39 different languages.
Webpage :
https://www.4dots-software.com/video-converter-expert/
Download Link :
https://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/VideoConverterExpertSetup.exe
PAD File :
https://www.4dots-software.com/pads/video-converter-expert-pad.xml
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Video Watermark Remover

Do you want remove watermark from video such as logos, signatures, subtitles ? Then
try this watermark remover software application. It will remove logo from video and
make it unnoticeable. You can specify the exact watermark area and also the exact time
position where the watermark is appearing.
Just select the area where the watermark on the preview screen and the start and end
time position of the video where the watermark is being showed. Then press the
"Remove Watemark" button, select the output format and the video without the
watermark will be generated immediately.
Video Watermark Removerhas a large number of different output formats and output
profiles, including profiles for Android, Iphone, Ipod, PSP, XBOX, H265, MP4, AVI,
Xvid, DVD e.t.c.
You can specify the output format and different encoding options directly and you
can also normalize the output audio, mix or replace the audio of the join with another
audio file, draw text on the combined video, draw scrolling text on the merged
video.
The application supports drag-and-drop actions and is very easy to use.
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The application is also multilingual and translated into 39 different languages.
Webpage :
https://www.4dots-software.com/video-watermark-remover/
Download Link :
https://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/VideoWatermarkRemoverSetup.exe
PAD File :
https://www.4dots-software.com/pads/video-watermark-remover-pad.xml
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Simple Video Splitter

Do you want to split movie ? Then try this video splitter. It can split film into equal
parts, by time, by file size or by keyframes or frames !
For example, a video file or movie is too large and you want to you want to publish it to
video sharing sites or you want to send it via email. Then you can split film into equal
parts so that it can be uploaded or sent via email.
Simple Video Splitter is also unique because it can split movie by keyframes ! This
means you can extract all keyframe clips from a movie.
Simple Video Splitter has no input file size limits, and you can specify the output
format and different encoding options such as bitrate, framerate, video size e.t.c.
directly. Moreover, it accepts any video resolution as input and almost any input
video format. Simple Video Splitter is unique because it can be integrated into
Windows Explorer and you can easily split movie with a simple right mouse click in
Windows Explorer !
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You can do efficient batch processing and batch split many videos and also you can
import batch lists of videos from Text Files, CSV Files, Excel Files. Your privacy is
ensured because it is an offline video splitter. The application supports drag and drop,
has an in-built player and is multilingual and translated into more than 39
languages.
Webpage :
https://www.4dots-software.com/simple-video-splitter/
Download Link :
https://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/SimpleVideoSplitterSetup.exe
PAD File :
https://www.4dots-software.com/pads/simple-video-splitter-pad.xml
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Simple Video Compressor

Do you want to compress large video files ? This free video size reducer program can
be used to compress video file and save you lots of disk space, money and time !
For example, a video file is too large and you want to compress video for web because
you want to publish it to video sharing sites or you want to reduce size of MP4 videos
captured with your Android or iPhone. Many times the video will not get accepted if
it is too large, or it will take much bandwidth and time to upload it and also you will
have to wait much time for the site to process this big video file.
With Simple Video Compressor you can freely compress mp4, compress mov file,
compress avi. compress mts and can compress most known video formats. This can
reduce video file size and therefore you will be able to write more of your favorite
videos on your hard drive. Also can compress a movie to fit on a dvd and much
more !
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Simple Video Compressor has no input file size limits, convenient output presets
where you can determine the compression level and also are able to change the video
size. Moreover, it accepts any video resolution as input and almost any input video
format. Simple Video Compressor is unique because it can be integrated into Windows
Explorer and you can easily compress video size with a simple right mouse click in
Windows Explorer !
You can do efficient batch processing and batch compress many videos and also you
can import batch lists of videos from Text Files, CSV Files, Excel Files. Your privacy
is ensured because it is an offline compressor. The application supports drag and
drop, has an in-built player and is multilingual and translated into more than 39
languages.
To sum up, if you are looking for a video compressor then you can try Simple Video
Compressor which has many unique features, is easy to use and free !
Webpage :
https://www.4dots-software.com/simple-video-compressor/
Download Link :
https://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/SimpleVideoCompressorSetup.exe
PAD File :
https://www.4dots-software.com/pads/simple-video-compressor-pad.xml
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AUDIO SOFTWARE
Audio Converter 4dots
Audio Converter 4dots is a powerful, multilingual mp3 converter and audio converter.
Supports 15 audio formats and 10 video formats. Convert FLAC to MP3, M4A to

MP3, AAC to MP3, WAV to MP3, MP3 to WAV, OGG to MP3, MP3 to FLAC,
MP4 to MP3, Video to MP3 e.t.c. and vice versa.
Includes MP3 cutter and audio cutter that displays the waveform of the audio and
has preview and can cut MP3 and other audio files with millisecond precision.
Also it includes a MP3 joiner and an audio joiner for other audio formats.
You can also easily rip CDs with Audio Converter 4dots.
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You can edit metadata for each mp3 file, or for all audio files and also copy album art
from source, or set new album art for the audio file.
Audio Converter 4dots has an in-built media player that can play the original and also
the converted audio file.
Can extract audio from video files (AVI, MP4, MPEG, MPG, MOV, MKV, FLV,
WMV, 3GP, VOB, SWF formats supported) and converted them to your desired audio format type.
This is useful to extract audio from movies, video clips e.t.c.
With Audio Converter 4dots you can convert an audio file into a format that is supported by a mobile device or to reduce the size of an audio file, for example to convert a WAV file to MP3..
You can even set the sampling rate, bitrate, encoding mode (cbr, vbr), volume and
metadata.
Audio Converter 4dots is very to use. Simply add the audio files to convert, select the
target audio format and quality profile and then press the "Convert" button.
Additionally, Audio Converter 4dots can also sort the selected audio files based on
filename, duration, file size, bit rate, sampling rate e.t.c. and also based on
metadata tag names..
If the song name or filename starts with the number of the track then it will get sorted in
the correct order. This means that the song with track number 10 will be placed after
song with track number track 9 and not after song with track number 1 e.t.c. which
would be normal for simple word sorting.
Moreover a feature that other programs do not have and Audio Converter 4dots has, is
that you can also specify sophisticated encoder parameters for each format such as
parameters ABR, use joint stereo for MP3 format.
It has in-built target quality profiles but you can also add your own.
Audio input files can be easily added also with a drag and drop from Windows Explorer.
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You can also easily import M3U, M3U8, PLS, XSPF, ASX, TXT, CSV format type
playlists.
Converted audio files can be automatically normalized and fade-in and fade-out effects can be applied on the audio files..
Moreover, you can also easily apply audio effects such as tempo, flanger, phaser,
echo, highpass, lowpass e.t.c.
You can also mute left or right stereo channel or switch stereo channels of the audio
files.
When conversion is finished the application can auto shutdown the computer, hibernate, sleep, exit e.t.c.
Audio Converter 4dots is multilingual and translated into 38 different languages.
Supported Input Audio Formats : MP3, FLAC, M4A, WMA, AIFF, AAC, WAV,
WavPack, Monkey's Audio (APE), MusePack, OPUS, OGG, AC3, AMR, MP2, AU.
Supported Input Video Formats : AVI, MP4, MPEG, MPG, MOV, MKV, FLV,
WMV, 3GP, VOB, SWF.
Supported Output Formats : MP3, FLAC, M4A, WMA, AIFF, AAC, WAV, WavPack, OGG, AC3, AMR, MP2, AU.
This means it is a MP3 to FLAC converter, MP3 to WAV converter, AAC to MP3
converter, M4A to MP3 converter, MP4 to MP3 converter e.t.c. all in one application.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/audio-converter-4dots/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/AudioConverter4dotsSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/free-audio-converter-pad.xml
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Simple MP3 Cutter Joiner Editor

Simple MP3 Cutter Joiner Editor is an easy to use but powerful MP3 cutter, MP3 joiner,
MP3 splitter and MP3 editor.
It does not only handle MP3 formated audio but also more than 15 other audio formats.
You can also extract and cut, join, split and edit the audio of more than 10 video formats.
Simple MP3 Cutter Joiner Editor shows you the waveform of the audio file and you can
select, copy, paste, cut, delete, trim, insert and silence parts of the MP3 or audio file.
Audio effects can be applied such as fade in, fade out, cross-fade, echo, volume,
normalize, reverse, tempo, highpass, lowpass, chorus, earwax, flanger, treble, stereo to
mono, noise reduction, all-pass filter, bandpass filter, bandreject filter, bass, silence
remove.
Also, Simple MP3 Cutter Joiner Editor has an equalizer and you can load or save presets
for it.
MP3 files can be splitted in parts and they can be splitted also by time.
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You can also record and mix audio from various inputs or even record the output of the
computer's speakers.
With Simple MP3 Cutter Joiner Editor you can also rip CDs and you can even
afterwards normalize or split into parts the audio from the CD.
This is useful if you want to rip a music album CD and separate its songs into different
audio files.
You can also edit the metadata and the album art of the audio files that are edited with
Simple MP3 Cutter Joiner Editor.
Simple MP3 Cutter Joiner Editor lets you also to mix MP3 or other audio files.
The waveform of the audio file is visualised and you can add bookmarks or label parts
of the audio file.
The waveform can be zoomed in and out, zoomed to selection e.t.c.
It can also be printed with a preview.
You can preview and play also the audio file and also to loop play the part you want.
Simple MP3 Cutter Joiner Editor has unlimited undo / redo functionality.
Bookmarks and labeled parts can be imported and exported to a file.
After labeling parts of the audio file you can split the labeled parts of the audio file.
The application can also auto detect silence and automatically label the audio parts
between the intervals of silence in order for example to split a large album into separate
songs.
When the cut or edit is done you can choose to automatically explore the output file,
play it, execute another program with the result as input or open the result audio file in a
new application's window in order to edit it separately afterwards.
When selecting a part of the audio file's waveform the duration of the selection or the
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start and end time of the selection can be shown on the selection.
You can specify the output format of the result and also other output settings such
quality, bitrate, sample rate, channels, bits per sample, cbr, vbr, vbr quality e.t.c.
Simple MP3 Cutter Joiner Editor has the unique feature to allow you to edit all the
various encoder parameters that FFMPEG supports in an easy to use interface.
You can choose, for example, whether to use joint stereo and average bit rate (ABR) for
the MP3 encoder or set various mov muxer flags and stereo coding method for the AAC
format.
The application is multilingual and translated into more than 39 languages.
To sum up, Simple MP3 Cutter Joiner Editor is the best choice if you want a free,
multilingual MP3 cutter, joiner, splitter and editor that will do its job fast and easily with
many options for the result.
Use it to cut, join, split, mix and edit audio files and produce music for clips, movies and
presentations.
You can create professional quality ringtones and tunes in a few seconds.
Simple MP3 Cutter Joiner Editor supports the following output formats with various
encoders.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MP3 - MPEG Layer 3 Audio
AAC - Advanced Audio Coding
OGG - Ogg Vorbis Audio
WMA - Windows Media Audio 1 and 2
OPUS - Opus Interactive Audio Codec
RA - RealAudio 1.0
MP2 - MPEG audio layer 2
AC3 - Dolby Digital
EAC3 - Dolby Digital Plus
DTS-DCA - (DTS Coherent Acoustics)
AMR - Adaptive Multi-Rate Audio Codec
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AMR-WB - Adaptive Multi-Rate Wideband
iLBC - (Internet Low Bitrate Codec)
FLAC - Free Lossless Audio Codec
ALAC - (Apple Lossless Audio Codec)
WV - Wavpack
WAV - Waveform Audio
CAF - Core Audio Format
AIFF - Audio Interchange File Format
AU - SUN AU Format

Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/simple-mp3-cutter-joiner-editor/
Download Link :
http://www.4dotssoftware.com/downloads/SimpleMP3CutterJoinerEditorSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/simple-mp3-cutter-joiner-editor-pad.xml
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Free Video To MP3

Convert video to MP3, extract music from video clips, supports many audio and
video formats.
Convert MP4 to MP3, MP4 to M4A, AVI to WAV, AVI to FLAC,WMV to
MP3,MKV to MP3,FLV to MP3,SWF to MP3 e.t.c..
Includes video cutter,video joiner,is able to import playlists.
You can also easily add a folder with many video files and also fade in-fade out the
extracted audio and automatically normalize the volume of the output audio files.
You can easily check the original video and the conversion result by an in-built
media player.
You can also specify the output quality and edit the output profile settings such as
bitrate, sampling rate, volume control, encode mode, vbr quality and metadata.
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Video Formats supported: AVI, MP4, MPEG, MOV, MKV, FLV, WMV, 3GP, VOB,
SWF.
Output Audio Formats: MP3, M4A, AAC, FLAC, AIFF, WMA, WAV, AC3, OGG,
Wavpack, AMR, MP2, AU.
With Free Video To MP3 you can extract the soundtrack of a movie,or cut the
undesired advertisements from a video file and then convert it to MP3.
The conversion can be paused and continued later, or be stopped.
When conversion is finished the application can auto shutdown the computer,
hibernate, sleep, exit e.t.c.
The application is multilingual and translated into 38 different languages.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/free-video-to-mp3/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/FreeVideoToMP3Setup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/free-video-to-mp3-pad.xml
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MP3 Joiner Expert

Do you want to merge MP3 files ? Do you want a MP3 joiner that can combine MP3
files easily with fade in, fade out, cross fade and other audio effects ?
Then try MP3 Joiner Expert which is an audio joiner that has many features and is
easy to use and can also handle other formats such as FLAC, AAC, WAV, WMA
and more.
MP3 Joiner Expert can also add silence and normalize the clips. You can apply the
fade in, fade out, add silence and other audio effects only on one individual files or on
all files.
MP3 Joiner Expert can import audio files using M3U, M3U8, PLS, XSPF, ASX
Playlists, Text file, Excel file, CSV file lists .
MP3 Joiner Expert is an audio joiner that has a large number of different output
formats including MP3, FLAC, WMA, AAC, M4A, OGG, AIFF, Ac3 DVD,
Wavpack e.t.c.
You can specify the output format and different encoding options directly and you
can also mix or replace the audio with another audio file, edit album art and
metadata.
It is also possible to copy and paste audio files and move up and down individual
audio files.
You can easily browse the album art, information and metadata of the selected audio
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files and play them with an in-built player.
Also, you can batch merge MP3 files by using Text file lists, Excel file lists, CSV file
lists, or by entering the lists of audio files to join directly.
Additionally, MP3 Joiner Expert can also sort the selected audio files based on
filename, duration, file size, bit rate, sampling rate e.t.c. and also based on
metadata tag names..
If the song name or filename starts with the number of the track then it will get sorted in
the correct order. This means that the song with track number 10 will be placed after
song with track number track 9 and not after song with track number 1 e.t.c. which
would be normal for simple word sorting.
Moreover a feature that other programs do not have and MP3 Joiner Expert has, is that
you can also specify sophisticated encoder parameters for each format such as
parameters ABR, use joint stereo for MP3 format.
If the input audio files have exactly the same format then you can use a very fast join
process that will skip extra encoding.
You can also use two-pass video encoding and a specific in-built bitrates calculator
tool to generate videos of specific file sizes.
The application supports drag-and-drop actions and is very easy to use.
MP3 Joiner Expert can also be integrated into Windows Explorer and after selecting
them you can merge MP3 files with a right mouse click.
The application is also multilingual and translated into 39 different languages.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/mp3-joiner-expert/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/MP3JoinerExpertSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/mp3-joiner-expert-pad.xml
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PDF SOFTWARE
Free PDF Password Remover 4dots

Remove PDF passwords and restrictions on printing, editing, copying, form filling,
commenting,page extraction and others from PDF documents.
With Free PDF Password Remover 4dots you can batch unlock PDF documents and
remove PDF passwords and restrictions from them.
It is absolutely free, very easy to use and also multilingual.
It can remove unknown owner passwords, used for setting restrictions on printing,
editing, copying, form filling, commenting, page extraction and others and known
user passwords.
You can unlock PDF documents and remove PDF passwords, simply with a right
click in Windows Explorer, since Free PDF Password Remover 4dots can be integrated
into Windows Explorer.
Also, you can just drag and drop PDF documents to be unlocked to the main window
of the application.
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The application does NOT need Adobe Acrobat software installed.
Text file lists of PDF documents or folders to be unprotected can be imported.
Most versions of PDF documents and encryption types are supported.
You can also execute the application from the command line which is useful for
inclusion in scripts e.t.c. .
The application is multilingual translated into 38 languages.
• Unlock PDF documents and remove PDF passwords and restrictions on printing,
editing, copying from PDF documents.
• It is absolutely free, easy to use and multilingual.
• Remove unknown owner password and known user password from PDF files.
• Unprotect PDF Documents simply by right clicking them in Windows Explorer or
by drag and drop.
• Batch unprotect whole Folders with PDF Documents and their Subfolders.
• Does NOT need Adobe Acrobat software installed.
• Supports all versions of PDF documents.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/free-pdf-password-remover/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/FreePDFPasswordRemoverSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/free_pdf_password_remover_pad.xml
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PDF To JPG Expert

PDF To JPG Expert is a free easy-to-use but powerful tool that converts PDF
documents to images in batch mode. It can convert PDF to JPG, PDF to PNG, PDF to
TIFF, PDF to PCX, PDF to PSD and to more image formats.
This free PDF to JPG converter supports dragging and dropping of PDF documents
to be converted and does not require Adobe Acrobat or Adobe Reader to be installed.
It also supports converting password protected (with an owner or a user password or
both of them) PDF documents.
You can also set document's page ranges to be converted and also the resolution, image
quality, color and dimensions of the output images.
It can convert PDF to a total of 35 different image formats, and you can specify
whether the images will be grayscaled or colored or monochromous e.t.c..
It is fast and preserves the original document layout and supports all versions of
PDF documents.
You can also import text file lists of PDF documents to convert.
PDF To JPG Expert is multilingual and translated into 38 different languages.
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Convert PDF to JPG, PDF to PNG, PDF to BMP, PDF to TIFF, PCX and PSD.
It is absolutely free and multilingual. It is translated into 38 different languages.
Supports batch conversion.
Supports Password Protected PDF files conversion.
The application does NOT need Adobe Acrobat software installed.
Specify page ranges, resolution, image quality, dimensions, color and more.

Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pdf-to-jpg-expert/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/PDFToJPGExpertSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/pdf-to-jpg-expert-pad.xml
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Free PDF Metadata Editor

Batch edit pdf properties such as author, title, subject and keywords.
With Free PDF Metadata Editor 4dots you can batch edit PDF properties, of many
PDF documents, i.e. set metadata such as author, title, subject and keywords e.t.c.,
with a single mouse click..
You can also batch set unlimited user-defined custom PDF metadata.
It is absolutely free, very easy to use and also multilingual.
Easily you can select and batch set the metadata of whole folders and their
subfolders with PDF documents.
The application is integrated into Windows Explorer and with a right click on the
PDF files the user can set their PDF properties.
It is also possible to drag and drop PDF documents to be modified to the main
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window of the application.
The application does NOT need Adobe Acrobat software installed.
Also, special items, such as filename, directory path, current date and time, last
write time e.t.c., can be set as custom PDF properties, automatically.
All versions of PDF documents are supported and also password-protected PDF
documents are supported.
The application is multilingual and translated into 38 languages.
•
•
•
•
•

Batch edit PDF Properties such as Author, Title, Subject and Keywords e.t.c.
It is absolutely free, very easy to use and also multilingual.
Batch set unlimited user-defined Custom PDF Metadata.
Batch modify PDF Metadata of whole Folders and their Subfolders.
Edit PDF Metadata simply by right clicking PDF documents in Windows Explorer
or by drag and drop.
• Does NOT need Adobe Acrobat software installed.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/free-pdf-metadata-editor/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/FreePDFMetadataEditorSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/pdf_metadata_editor_pad.xml
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4dots Free PDF Compress

With 4dots Free PDF Compress you can batch compress PDF documents and reduce
their file size drastically.
It is absolutely free, very easy to use and also multilingual.
Easily, you can select and batch compress whole folders and their subfolders with
PDF documents.
The application is integrated into Windows Explorer and with a right click on the
PDF files you can shrink their file size.
It is also possible to drag and drop PDF documents to be compressed to the main
window of the application.
A text list file of PDF documents can be imported.
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The application does NOT need Adobe Acrobat software installed.
Also password-protected PDF documents are supported.
It can also be executed from the command line, which is useful for inclusion in
scripts.
The application is multilingual and translated into 38 languages.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/free-pdf-compress/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/4dotsFreePDFCompressSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/4dots-free-pdf-compress-pad.xml
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Free PDF Image Extractor

Free PDF Image Extractor 4dots is a free application to extract images from pdf
documents.
It can export the images into more than 18 different image formats including JPG,
PNG, GIF, BMP, TIFF, JPEG2000, PPM, PBM e.t.c..
Sophisticated page ranges from which the images will be extracted can be set, also it is
possible to extract only from odd or even pages or only from pages that contain a
specific text e.t.c.
The user can specify multiple pdf documents or folders to batch extract images from
them.
If a password is required for opening the pdf document the user can specify it.
Watermarks can be added to the extracted images, they can also be resized or text
can be added on them automatically.
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The extracted images can be flipped or rotated.
Moreover, various color adjustments can be made on the extracted images, and they
can be cropped. Also, the user can change the color depth of the extracted images, add
frames to them, change their resolution e.t.c.
The application is very easy to be used. Pdf Documents or folders containing them can
be dragged and dropped on the main application or simply with a right click on them
in Windows Explorer and selecting the appropriate menu item they are autmatically
added to the application.
Free PDF Image Extractor can also be executed from the command line.
The application does NOT need Adobe Acrobat software installed.
Free PDF Image Extractor is translated into 38 different languages.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/free-pdf-image-extractor/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/FreePDFImageExtractorSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/pdf_image_extractor_pad.xml
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Free PDF Protector

With Free PDF Protector 4dots you can batch protect many PDF documents with
passwords.
It is absolutely free, very easy to use and also multilingual.
You can set both a user password (used for opening the PDF documents) and an
owner password (used for settings various permissions such as content copying,
commenting, printing, form field fill-in e.t.c.).
Whole folders with PDF documents and their subfolders can be protected.
The PDF documents can be protected with 128 bits or 40 bits encryption passwords.
You can protect PDF documents simply with a right click in Windows Explorer
since Free PDF Protector 4dots can be integrated into Windows Explorer.
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Also, you can just drag and drop PDF documents to be protected to the main window
of the application.
A text list file of PDF documents can be imported.
The application does NOT need Adobe Acrobat software installed.
With Free PDF Protector 4dots you can also batch set metadata of PDF documents
such as author, subject, title, keywords, creation date e.t.c.
It can also be executed from the command line, which is useful for inclusion in
scripts.
The application is multilingual and translated into 38 languages.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/free-pdf-protector/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/PDFEncrypterSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/pdfencrypter_pad.xml
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Free PDF Splitter Merger

Free PDF Splitter Merger is a free application for splitting and merging Pdf
Documents and for extracting or deleting pages from them.
The documents or folders containing documents to be processed can easily be selected
and added with a simple drag and drop on the application's screen.
The application is simple to be used but it is also possible to set various complicated
criteria in order to specify which document's pages to process. Such as page ranges, or
the option to process even or odd pages or pages containing a specific text in them
and also only to process only every n th page.
The documents can be split , along with the previous options, based on their bookmarks
(the bookmark level can also be specified). Documents can be split after a number of
continuous blank pages.
Pdf documents can be merged with images of 30 different image formats.
Document properties such as title, author, subject and keywords can be set.
The documents can be encrypted with an owner and user password and also
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permissions can be set.
A custom document header and footer can be set and positioned, or a custom header
or footer image can be specified.
Free PDF Splitter Merger can also be executed from the command line.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/free-pdf-splitter-merger/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/FreePDFSplitterMergerSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/pdf_splitter_merger_pad.xml
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Free PDF To Text Converter

Free PDF To Text Converter 4dots is a free application that converts pdf documents
to text.
The user can specify multiple pdf documents or folders to batch extract text from
them.
Sophisticated page ranges can be set, also it is possible to convert pdf to txt only from
odd or even pages or only from pages that contain a specific text e.t.c.
It is also possible to convert PDF to html text.
If a password is required for opening the pdf document the user can specify it.
The application is very easy to be used. Pdf Documents or folders containing them can
be dragged and dropped on the main application or simply with a right click on them
in Windows Explorer and selecting the appropriate menu item they are autmatically
added to the application.
The application does NOT need Adobe Acrobat software installed.
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Free PDF To Text Converter 4dots is translated into 38 different languages.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/free-pdf-to-text-converter/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/FreePDFToTextConverterSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/pdf_to_text_converter_pad.xml
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FILE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
Free File Unlocker

Free File Unlocker is an essential freeware to delete currently used, locked,
undeletable, busy files that works with all 32bit and 64bit versions of Windows and
Windows Server.
It unlocks files or folders and stops the following error messages from appearing
when trying to delete, move and rename files that are in use by other programmes
• Cannot delete folder: It is being used by another person or program
• Make sure the disk is not full or write-protected and that the file is not currently in
use
• Cannot delete file: Access is denied
• The file is in use by another program or user
• There has been a sharing violation
• The source or destination file may be in use
• Cannot read from the source file or disk
It can also be used to terminate malware that is difficult to be removed and kill viruses
and trojans.
In case the locked file is a process module (dll etc.) it does unload it and unlocks the
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file.
In case a delete, rename or move action does not succeed it is scheduled for the next
Windows Reboot.
It is fully integrated with Windows Explorer and a simple right mouse click unlocks
the file or folder.
Additional information about the processes locking the file is also shown and the
processes or file handle can be killed and deleted.
Free File Unlocker can also be executed from the command line and has the ability to
provide locked file input lists, copy destination lists, move destination lists and
rename lists.
A portable version is also available.
Webpage :
http://www.freefileunlocker.com
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/FreeFileUnlockerSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/freefileunlocker_pad.xml
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Multiple Search and Replace

Multiple Search and Replace is a powerful utility that can search and replace text in
multiple files at the same time. It supports Text files (various encodings also
supported) , Webpage files, Microsoft Word files, Microsoft Excel files, Microsoft
PowerPoint files, Pdf files, Rich Text Format files and Open Document Format files
(Text, Spreadsheet, Presentation).
Also it can search in compressed archives (Zip files,Rar files, Gzip files, BZip2 files
and Tar files).
Regular expressions and wildcards can be used for the search. The searches can have
multiple search terms with different search operators
Sophisticated search criteria can be set, such as : match count in file, line number,
character position in file, page number etc. and file attributes, file size and file date.
The user can view the context and the line of each search result and the with the search
result being highlighted. All search results can be reported and can be edited directly
with a built-in editor.
It is ideal for webmasters , developers and all others who want to make a quick replace
in many files at the same time.
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Also it can be used to extract information, for example to extract all email addresses
found in Word Files of a specific directory. Or it can be used , for example, to change
the telephone numbers in all Word files of a directory, or to find a lost Word
document based on keywords of its content.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/multiple-search-replace/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/MultipleSearchReplaceSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/multiple_search_replace_pad.xml
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Empty Folder Cleaner

Empty Folder Cleaner is a free advanced utility to delete empty folders from your
computer and remove the clutter in order to increase performance.
Removing empty folders that are empty, or do contain only empty subfolders, or junk
files , will increase the speed of file searches and the overall performance of your
computer.
The folders to be scanned can be specified and the empty folders that are found are
displayed in a tree and a list structure.
Only selected empty folders of the empty folder scan result are deleted.
Backup files of the folders that are deleted can be kept and each deletion can be undone.
The user can specify filenames that will be considered as junk files using wildcards and
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regular expressions.
Also, it is possible to specify protected folders, protected files and folders to ignore
using wildcards and regular expressions.
Folders that are empty and have empty subfolders are considered as empty. Also, folders
that have files of zero file size or include only files that were specified junk files (e.g.
thumbs.db, desktop.ini) are considered as empty.
The empty folders that are being deleted, can be deleted permanently, deleted to the
recycle bin or can be stored as a backup compressed in a zip file.
Also, the application unlocks folders and files that are currently in use before
attempting to delete them using the Free File Unlocker engine. Therefore it is not
necessary to use another application in order to delete folders with files that are in use
and locked.
The maximum folder scan depth can also be set and the option to always delete the files
using administrator priviledges.
Empty Folder Cleaner is translated into 38 different major languages.
The application is fully integrated into the Windows shell and folders can be selected
and scanned using a right mouse click in Windows Explorer.
Both Windows 32bit and Windows 64bit are supported.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/emptyfoldercleaner/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/EmptyFolderCleanerSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/emptyfoldercleaner_pad.xml
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Quick File Locker

Do you want to protect private pictures, hide sensitive videos or lockdown
documents ? Do you want to ensure your privacy by locking, hiding and encrypting
sensitive data ?
Then this free application is for you.
Quick File Locker will quickly lock, hide and encrypt files, folders or USB drives to
ensure your privacy.
It very easy to use.Lock files with a simple drag and drop or with a right click on
them in Windows Explorer.
Also, Quick File Locker has Stealth-mode operation and protects locked data even in
safe-mode.
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You can set a master password and that will be required to lock and unlock files or
folders.
Also hot keys can be set for locking, unlocking and to show or hide the application in
stealth-mode operation.
It is free and multilingual and translated into more than 39 languages.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/quick-file-locker/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/QuickFileLockerSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/quick-file-locker-pad.xml
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Split Byte

Split Byte is a free versatile file splitter and joiner application.
It can be used to split large files into smaller parts and afterwards join them, for example
in order to email them or to write them on a CD or DVD.
It can split files into parts that have a specified file size or it can split files into a
specified number of equal size parts..
Split parts can be encrypted and protected with a password or compressed.
The user can easily email the split parts after the split has been done or even it is even
possible to shutdown the computer automatically after a time consuming split or join
operation has been completed.
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Split Byte also can calculate the MD5 checksum of files in order to compare them and
check if the split and join process was successful.
Split Byte is very easy to use. Files to be splitted or joined can be dragged and dropped
on the main application window or simply with a right click on them in Windows
Explorer and selecting the appropriate menu item they are automatically added to the
application.
Split Byte can also be executed from the command line. This is useful for inclusion in
scripts.
Split Byte is translated into 38 different languages.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/splitbyte/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/SplitByteSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/splitbyte_pad.xml
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MD5 Hash Check 4dots

MD5 Hash Check 4dots is a free utility to verify the integrity of files by generating
the MD5 hash of a file and comparing it with the MD5 hash of the source file.
For example, some download sites list the MD5 checksum of their files so that after you
download a file, you can run MD5 Hash Check and find the checksum of the file you
received. You then enter in MD5 Hash Check the hash that was published on the website
and the application compares it for you and informs you about the comparison result.
MD5 Checksum Validator is also a SHA1 generator and supports all major hashing
algorithms including
MD5,SHA1,SHA256,SHA384,SHA512,RIPEMD160,RIPEMD256,RIPEMD320,Tig
er,Whirlpool,Panama,CRC32,CRC16.
The application is very easy to use and supports drag and drop of files you want to do a
MD5 check.
Moreover, MD5 Hash Check is integrated into Windows Explorer and it is possible to
generate and validate checksums of files simply by right clicking on them and then
selecting the application's context menu item.
MD5 Hash Check can also be executed from the command line. This is useful for
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inclusion in scripts.
MD5 Hash Check is translated into 38 different languages.
A portable version is also available.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/md5hashchecker/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/MD5HashCheckSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/md5hashcheck4dots_pad.xml
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Copy Path To Clipboard

4dots Copy Path to Clipboard is a free small shell extension that extends the right
click menu of Windows Explorer and allows you to copy the path of the selected files
or folders (one or multiple) to the clipboard.
This is very useful when you just quickly need the path of the file , for example, to
pass it as an argument to another application.
Also it can copy the path relative to a base directory that you specify.
Moreover, it can copy the path in URL format, ready to be used in webpages and it
can copy it also in URL format relative to another base directory (e.g. your site root
directory).
4dots Copy Path to Clipboard also finds and copies to clipboard the path that shortcut
files are pointing to.
Additionally, it copies the UNC path of remote files or folders.
If multiple files or folders are selected, then you can create a list, either space or new
line character separated of the paths.
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Specifically, 4dots Copy Path to Clipboard copies to clipboard the :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full path
Filename
Parent Folder
URL Path
Relative Path
URL Relative Path
Filename without Extension
UNC Path
List of paths for multiple files space separated (for each of the path variances).
List of paths for multiple files new line character separated (for each of the path
variances).

Which menu items will be visible in the context menu can be easily specified in a
Settings screen.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/copypathtoclipboard/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/CopyPathToClipboardSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/copypathtoclipboard_pad.xml
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Copy Text Contents

4dots Copy Text Contents is a free small shell extension that extends the right click
menu of Windows Explorer and allows you to copy directly the contents of text files
to the clipboard.
This is useful when you just need to quickly copy to the clipboard the contents,for
example, of source code files or other text files, in order to paste them elsewhere.
One or multiple files can be selected and entire folders.
You can use the default encoding to read the files or you can specify the encoding
explicitly.
If multiple files are selected you can optionally add file headers to the text.
Moreover, when selecting a folder you have the option to include also its subfolders
files.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/copytextcontents/
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Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/CopyTextContentsSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/copytextcontents_pad.xml
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SYSTEM UTILITIES
Simple Disable Key

Do you want to want to disable a key on your keyboard ? Do you want to set and lock
the Num Lock key state to always on, or to always off for a specific program ? Do you
want to set and lock the state of the Caps Lock key, Insert key, Scroll Lock key and
turn it on or off automatically for a specific program ? Is one of your keyboard keys
not functioning correctly because it is destroyed and annoying you ? Is a specific
key annoying during gaming or working on a specific application ? Then this
application is for you. Simple Disable Key will disable and remove keys on your
keyboard and set and lock the state of the Num Lock, Caps Lock, Scroll Lock,
Insert keys automatically. You can also specify whether the keys will get disabled
always, or for a specific application or on schedule. The application is also
multilingual and translated into 39 different languages.
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Webpage :
https://www.4dots-software.com/simple-disable-key/
Download Link :
https://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/SimpleDisableKeySetup.exe
PAD File :
https://www.4dots-software.com/pads/simple-disable-key-pad.xml
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Key Remapper

Do you want to remap keyboard keys with another key ? Do you want to remap
mouse buttons ?
Then try Key Remapper. With Key Remapper you can easily remap key or remap
mouse buttons with another key, program, mouse button, custom text, contents of
text file, system function or even media, webbrowser or app key..
This means you can then create shortcuts and simply press a key to run a specific
program or press a key to print custom text or even contents of text file.
With Key Remapper you can also just press a key for a system function (hibernate,
shutdown, sleep e.t.c.) or a media key such as volume up, volume down, mute e.t.c.
With Key Remapper you can also press a key to click a mouse button key
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You can also specify whether to remap keys always, or for a specific application only
or on schedule.
The application is also multilingual and translated into 39 different languages.
Webpage :
https://www.4dots-software.com/key-remapper/
Download Link :
https://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/KeyRemapperSetup.exe
PAD File :
https://www.4dots-software.com/pads/key-remapper-pad.xml
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Open Command Prompt Here

Open Command Prompt Here is a free shell extension to the right click menu of
Windows Explorer utility that allows to launch the Command Prompt with or
without administrative rights directly at any folder. This free shell extension, adds a
menu item to the right click context menu of Windows Explorer, that if selected
opens the Command Prompt at the current folder. The user is asked if the Command
Prompt should open with administrative rights. Both Windows 32bit and Windows
64bit are supported.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/open-command-prompt-here/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/OpenCommandPromptHereSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/open_command_prompt_here_pad.xml
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Run With Parameters

Run with Parameters is a free utility that allows to run programs with arguments
directly from Windows Explorer.
There is no need to run a program from the command prompt. This free shell extension,
adds a menu item to the right click context menu of Windows Explorer, that if selected
opens a screen where the arguments can be specified for the currently selected program
file.
Also you can specify, whether to start the program with administrative rights or if it
should be hidden.
The last parameters that were passed to the application can be easily recalled.
Both Windows 32bit and Windows 64bit are supported.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/runwithparameters/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/RunWithParametersSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/runwithparameters_pad.xml
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GRAPHICS SOFTWARE
Picture Slideshow Maker 4dots

Do you want to create video from photos ? Do you want to create slideshow with music ?
Then try Picture Slideshow Maker 4dots which is a versatile slideshow maker with
music and with it you can easily create a photo video.
Simply add the photos to the application, set the background music, the image transition
effect, how long the video will stay on each slide and press on the "Create Slideshow"
button.
Then the photo video will be generated automatically.
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Picture Slideshow Maker 4dots is powerful and has many features.
You can set for each slide how long it will stay on the video and also the image transition effect that will be used for this slide. Also you can set an audio file to be added to
this slide.
For example, if you want to describe only a specific slide you can add the narration audio file to this specific slide.
With Picture Slideshow Maker 4dots you can easily narrate the photo video.
Simply, press the "Narrate" button. You can then press on the "Record" button to record
the narration while you see exactly while narrating the slide that corresponds to the narration and the point where it will be inserted in the photo video.
Moreover, Picture Slideshow Maker 4dots has strong image editing capabilities.
If you press on the "Edit" button of each slide then you can edit the image.
You can then easily add text, add watermark, adjust colors, adjust brightness, contrast, gamma and apply numerous filters on it.
Additionally, you can remove red eye from image, replace color, apply blur, sharpen,
emboss, median, mean, sepia, grayscale, negative, edge detection filters and also
many other filters on it.
You can also rotate or flip image, add border, enlarge canvas, swap colors and crop
it.
The selected image editing actions can be applied on the selected slide or on all slides
simulataenously. This means, you can save your time and apply the effect in one step for
all slides you do not need to edit each slide separately.
Picture Slideshow Maker 4dots has 17 image transition effects such as crossfade,
zoom in and zoom out, pan in and zoom, slide, curtain e.t.c.
You can specify the duration of each image transition effect and also the volume of the
background music.
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Also, you can specify whether the images will be resized proportionally to fit the video
size, or will be placed with their original size to the video, or if they will be stretched to
fit video size.
Moreover, you can specify the image position in the video and the background color of
the video.
Photos can also be rotated automatically so that they can be viewed correctly, based
on EXIF information of the photo.
The application supports drag-and-drop actions and is very easy to use.
You can also add folders of images and also import list of images.
The application is also multilingual and translated into 39 different languages.
If you ever have wondered how to make a picture slideshow then try this powerful,
versatile application called Picture Slideshow Maker 4dots.
Webpage :
https://www.4dots-software.com/picture-slideshow-maker/
Download Link :
https://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/PictureSlideshowMakerSetup.exe
PAD File :
https://www.4dots-software.com/pads/picture-slideshow-maker-pad.xml
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Photo Side-by-Side

Do you want to compare photos side by side ? Do you want to make an assessment by
viewing two photos side by side ?
Photo Side-by-Side will show you any image side by side with another one. It will let
you zoom both images in parallel or overlay them so that you can easily spot the
differences between them..
It will also let you measure the actual distance between any two points of the image.
Photo Side-by-Side has a wide range of usages such as for doctors to compare two
patient images and evaluate the progress of a disease, for engineers to identify how an
object has changed over time, for other scientists and for everyone else who wants to
compare two photos side by side.
It free, very simple to use and multilingual.
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Simply,
1.Drag and drop the images on the application's screen, or right click on them in
Windows Explorer and select"Open with Photo Side-by-Side".
2. Hold the Control key and click the mouse on the point you want to zoom in or zoom
out or hold the Shift key to do a zoom of both images in parallel at the same point.
Images can be viewed in more detail by zooming in, or can be displayed in full-screen
mode, as a single image or even with both images side by side in full-screen mode.
You can overlay the main photo with the comparison photo to make further evaluations.
Image adjustments such as brightness, contrast, sharpen, negative image, grayscale and
image rotation can be applied.
You can even add comments for each image that are stored on a database.
Each photo can be printed together with the user details and the photo's comments.
You can also email the images directly from the application.
More than 30 different image formats are supported and the application is multilingual
and translated into 39 different languages.
Photo Side-by-Side is the best choice for a free application that will let you view two
images side by side so that you can make an evaluation or for any other purpose.
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Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/photo-side-by-side/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/PhotoSideBySideSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/photo-side-by-side-pad.xml
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ImgTransformer

ImgTransformer is a free image resizer, converter and image editing application that
can work directly from Windows Explorer.
It can open over 30 different image formats.
It also works as a normal Windows application, where the user can select the images
to convert from a file browser or via drag and drop.
Easily change the original image size, format, color depth and resolution and apply
adjustments such as brightness,contrast,gamma and individually adjust RGB
values.
Rotate, flip and resize images in batch mode with a simple right mouse button click
- 18 different file output formats are supported including export to PDF.
Images can be sharpened or blurred, watermarked, overlaid with text and converted
to grayscale, sepia or negative.
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Crop or change the canvas size and the resolution of images.
Settings can be saved as a pre-sets and reapplied to subsequent image transformations.
Before applying changes it is possible to view a preview of the result.
Custom frames can also be added to images in batch mode.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/imgtransformer/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/ImgTransformerSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/imgtransformer_pad.xml
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Free Colorwheel

Free Colorwheel is a freeware application for creating correct color schemes for
graphic designs e.g. images, webpages.
It can create 5 different types of color schemes : Monochromatic, Complementary,
Analogous, Split Complementary and Triad Colors each having a different effect.
A preview of the color scheme is being shown and also the RGB, HTML, Websafe
codes of the colors.
Colorwheel provides also the HTML code for creating colored HTML scrollbars and
also a converter for color code formats (RGB, HTML, Websafe formats).
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/colorwheel/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/FreeColorwheelSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/colorwheel_pad.xml
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WEBDESIGN SOFTWARE
Batch HTML Validator

This html validator is perfect to find out HTML errors on websites and batch check
the markup validity of multiple URLs in HTML, XHTML or HTML5.
Using an html validator like this one can save you time and money and help you to see
what URLs are in need of change and which are valid.
Search up an unlimited number of different URLs or files quickly so you can see
which need to be fixed and impove your SEO. A report file for later use can be
saved.
The errors are being highlighted and listed in an editor for your convenience and in
order to save time making the required changes.
The checks are being made using the original w3c validator program but locally,
without using the W3C website.
You can import a list of URLs or files to check from a Text file, an Excel file, a CSV
file, a XML sitemap file or simply enter them in a textbox.
The application is also multilingual and translated into 39 different languages.
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Webpage :
https://www.4dots-software.com/batch-html-validator/
Download Link :
https://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/BatchHTMLValidatorSetup.exe
PAD File :
https://www.4dots-software.com/pads/batch-html-validator-pad.xml
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Free Imagemapper

Free Imagemapper is a freeware application that creates interactive HTML
Imagemaps for Web pages. Imagemapper 2 enables you to draw, modify, and set
properties for 'hotspots' that are on the imagemap image.
It can make both Client-side and Server-side imagemaps. It supports both CERN and
NCSA server-side imagemaps. It enables also to test the imagemap in your favorite
browser.It has a capability of unlimited Undo-Redo steps.
Moreover, you can load imagemaps from already created Web pages. All image types for
imagemaps (.JPG , .GIF, and .PNG) are supported.
Lastly, it has a wizard that helps you to create new imagemaps.
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Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/imagemapper2/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/FreeImagemapperSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/imagemapper2_pad.xml
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CSS Sprites Generator

One of the most important guidelines of onpage SEO (search-engine-optimization) and
in order for your webpage to load faster is that you use CSS Image Sprites for your
webpage's images.
This means that you do not insert a lot of images in your HTML code but combine them
into one and you display them with proper CSS code.
By using CSS Sprites you reduce significantly the dns queries and file queries when
your webpage is being loaded by just the one of your combined CSS Sprites image.
This results into faster loading times and search engines prefer webpages that load fast !
With CSS Sprites Generator from 4dots Software you can easily generate CSS Sprites
with just a few mouse clicks !
This free tool will generate both the combined CSS Sprites image and the CSS, HTML
code that is required.
You can also save your work as a project and open it later.
Free source code is also available.
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Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/css-sprites-generator/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/CSSSpritesGeneratorSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/css-sprites-generator-pad.xml
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DESKTOP SOFTWARE
PrivacyHide

Privacy Hide is a utility that allows the user to quickly hide specific applications from
the computer screen with a single keystroke. This way, the user can keep his privacy
and stop being watched accidentally by others.
The user has to simply specify the filenames of the applications that to be hidden with
the hotkey keystroke. This can also be done also by dragging and dropping a target
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image on the Window of the application that the user wants to get hidden.
Also, there is an option to hide all applications with the hotkey keystroke.
Moreover, the Privacy Hide windows tray icon can also be hidden and there is an option
to start Privacy Hide automatically when windows start.
By right clicking on the Privacy Hide windows tray icon the user can also add directly
applications to the list of applications to get hidden. In addition, there he can open the
Options screen.
It is possible to open the Options screen also by clicking on the Privacy Hide
Configuration shortcut in the start menu programs.
The default hotkey that hides, or shows back again, the applications, is the combination
of the Alt key and the digit 1 key.
The application is translated into 38 different languages.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/privacyhide/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/PrivacyHideSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/privacyhide_pad.xml
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MinimizeToTrayTool

MinimizeToTrayTool is a freeware open source utility that allows the user to minimize
any application to the Windows system tray with its icon.
Unlike similar applications it is not necessary to explicitly tell the application each time
you want to minimize to the tray a specific application but it is only necessary to specify
the application's filename and then the application will be minimized automatically to
the windows tray each time the user minimizes the application's window with no other
actions necessary.
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In order to maximize the application once again the user simply clicks on the application's tray icon. The user has also the option to minimize all applications to the tray or to
maximize all applications that are minimized to the tray.
Applications can be added to the list of to be minimized applications by dragging and
dropping a target image on the application's window.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/minimizetotraytool/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/MinimizeToTrayToolSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/minimizetotraytool_pad.xml
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PASSWORD RECOVERY SOFTWARE
RAR Password Cracker Expert

Have you lost your RAR password ? Have you downloaded a RAR archive and you
do not know the password ?
Then this rar password unlocker is for you. RAR Password Cracker Expert will
recover the RAR password quickly.
You can use 5 types of attacks to crack the RAR password.
Brute Force, Masked Brute Force, Dictionary Attack, Smart Dictionary Attack and
Mask Attack.
RAR Password Cracker Expert can handle multiple dictionary files and provides also
very effective dictionary text files.
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Smart Dictionary Attack comes with vast options and commands to try smart
mutations of the possible passwords found in dictionary files.
For example, it will try all the possible uppercase and lowercase combinations of the
password. Add numbers,special characters or letters to it. Duplicate it, reverse it,
reflect it e.t.c., Replace specific characters of it or add a masked prefix or suffix to
the password and much more !
RAR Password Cracker Expert is very simple to use.
Simply
1. Open the RAR archive
2. Specify the type of attack.
3. Press the "Recover Password" button and wait.
You can pause or stop the RAR password recovery process at any time, even close the
application and resume it on another day from the point it was stopped.
This RAR password unlocker is multilingual and translated into 39 different
languages and can be started also with a right click on the RAR archive in
Windows Explorer.
RAR Password Cracker Expert is the best choice for a RAR cracker and will find the
RAR password easily.
It is versatile and effective. It has many features that optimize the RAR password
cracking process.
Webpage :
https://www.4dots-software.com/rar-password-cracker-expert/
Download Link :
https://www.4dotssoftware.com/downloads/RARPasswordCrackerExpertSetup.exe
PAD File :
https://www.4dots-software.com/pads/rar-password-cracker-expert-pad.xml
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ZIP Password Cracker Expert

Have you lost your ZIP password ? Have you downloaded a ZIP archive and you do
not know the password ?
Then this zip cracker is for you. ZIP Password Cracker Expert will recover the ZIP
password quickly.
You can use 5 types of attacks to crack the ZIP password.
Brute Force, Masked Brute Force, Dictionary Attack, Smart Dictionary Attack and
Mask Attack.
ZIP Password Cracker Expert can handle multiple dictionary files and provides also
very effective dictionary text files.
Smart Dictionary Attack comes with vast options and commands to try smart
mutations of the possible passwords found in dictionary files.
For example, it will try all the possible uppercase and lowercase combinations of the
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password. Add numbers,special characters or letters to it. Duplicate it, reverse it,
reflect it e.t.c., Replace specific characters of it or add a masked prefix or suffix to
the password and much more !
ZIP Password Cracker Expert is very simple to use.
Simply
1. Open the ZIP archive
2. Specify the type of attack.
3. Press the "Recover Password" button and wait.
You can pause or stop the ZIP password recovery process at any time, even close the
application and resume it on another day from the point it was stopped.
This ZIP cracker is multilingual and translated into 39 different languages and can
be started also with a right click on the ZIP archive in Windows Explorer.
ZIP Password Cracker Expert is the best choice for a ZIP cracker and will find the
ZIP password easily.
It is versatile and effective. It has many features that optimize the ZIP password
cracking process.
Webpage :
https://www.4dots-software.com/zip-password-cracker-expert/
Download Link :
https://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/ZIPPasswordCrackerExpertSetup.exe
PAD File :
https://www.4dots-software.com/pads/zip-password-cracker-expert-pad.xml
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PDF Password Cracker Expert

Have you lost your PDF password ? Have you downloaded a PDF document and
you do not know the password ?
Then this pdf password unlocker is for you. PDF Password Cracker Expert will
unlock pdf file quickly.
You can use 5 types of attacks to crack the PDF password.
Brute Force, Masked Brute Force, Dictionary Attack, Smart Dictionary Attack and
Mask Attack.
PDF Password Cracker Expert can handle multiple dictionary files and provides also
very effective dictionary text files.
Smart Dictionary Attack comes with vast options and commands to try smart
mutations of the possible passwords found in dictionary files.
For example, it will try all the possible uppercase and lowercase combinations of the
password. Add numbers,special characters or letters to it. Duplicate it, reverse it,
reflect it e.t.c., Replace specific characters of it or add a masked prefix or suffix to
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the password and much more !
PDF Password Cracker Expert is very simple to use.
Simply
1. Open the PDF document
2. Specify the type of attack.
3. Press the "Recover Password" button and wait.
You can pause or stop the PDF password recovery process at any time, even close the
application and resume it on another day from the point it was stopped.
This PDF password unlocker is multilingual and translated into 39 different
languages and can be started also with a right click on the PDF document in
Windows Explorer.
PDF Password Cracker Expert is the best choice for a PDF cracker and will unlock
pdf file easily.
It does support encryption with 40/128 bit with password and PDF versions 1.2
through 1.4.
The application is multithreaded and you can specify how to many threads to run.
It is versatile and effective. It has many features that optimize the PDF password
cracking process.
Webpage :
https://www.4dots-software.com/pdf-password-cracker-expert/
Download Link :
https://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/PDFPasswordCrackerExpertSetup.exe
PAD File :
https://www.4dots-software.com/pads/pdf-password-cracker-expert-pad.xml
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OTHER SOFTWARE
Docus Tree

With Free DocusTree you can easily organize your documents, daily activities,
calendar and webpages and navigate to them instantly.
Access your documents, activities and webpages by clicking on the corresponding node
of the tree structure on the left side of the screen and then view, edit and print the
document as you would do normally in Wordpad, with all its features.
Free DocusTree, which is free , supports Rich Text Format (RTF) documents,
Microsoft Word Documents, PDF Documents, ODT Open Document Format Text
Documents, normal Text Documents, saved webpages and live websites and every
other type of document that can be viewed within a webbrowser.
Documents can be imported instantly with a drag and drop from windows explorer or
with a right click and kept safe by encryption and password protection.
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Free DocusTree can also help to easily manage and keep track of activities such as
project work or even what days you went out jogging by using the add tracker
document calendar functionality.
It is also possible to keep notes on calendars.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/docustree/
Download Link :
http://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/FreeDocusTreeSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/freedocustree_pad.xml
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OFFICE SOFTWARE
Convert Powerpoint to Video 4dots

Do you want to convert powerpoint to video, ppt to mp4, pptx to mp4 ? Do you want
to turn powerpoint to video to view it more easily or so that others can see the Powerpoint slideshow without having Powerpoint installed ?
Then try Convert Powerpoint to Video 4dots which can easily convert powerpoint to
video and you can choose from 18 different image transition effects and also add
background music.
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It has a large number of different output formats and output profiles, including profiles
for Android, Iphone, Ipod, PSP, XBOX, H265, MP4, AVI, Xvid, DVD e.t.c.
The application supports drag-and-drop actions and is very easy to use.
You can specify slide number ranges that will converted into video and also add exceptions for the image transition effect that will be used and how long each slide
will stay on screen.
For example, you can specify that the first slide will have a special image transition
effect and will stay longer on the screen.
You can also add folders of powerpoint presentations and also import list files of powerpoint documents.
The application is also multilingual and translated into 39 different languages.
Webpage :
https://www.4dots-software.com/convert-powerpoint-to-video/
Download Link :
https://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/ConvertPowerpointToVideoSetup.exe
PAD File :
https://www.4dots-software.com/pads/convert-powerpoint-to-video-pad.xml
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Convert Office to Images 4dots

Do you want to batch convert office to jpg, convert word to jpg, convert powerpoint
to jpg, convert excel to jpg ? Do you want to convert specific Excel sheet ranges to
images in order to use them in a presentation or elsewhere ? Do you want to convert
doc to jpg in order to use it elsewhere or send it by email to a person that does not
have Office installed ? Do you want to convert ppt to jpg so that others that do not
have Powerpoint installed can also view your presentations ?
Then try Convert Office to Images 4dots which can easily convert office to jpg and
you will be able to set also page number, slide number and sheet number and sheet area
ranges to convert office to jpg.
The application supports drag-and-drop actions and is very easy to use.
You can also easily set output filename pattern and output image format.
You can also add folders of documents and also import list files of documents.
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The application is also multilingual and translated into 39 different languages.

Webpage :
https://www.4dots-software.com/office-to-images-converter/
Download Link :
https://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/OfficeToImagesConverterSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://repository.appvisor.com/info/appb50071a0348f/Office_to_Images_Converter_4dots_pad.xml
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Convert Word to Images 4dots

Do you want to batch convert word to jpg, doc to jpg, docx to jpg ? Do you want to
convert specific pages of Word documents to images in order to use them elsewhere
?
Then try Convert Word to Images 4dots which can easily convert doc to jpg and you
will be able to set also page number ranges to convert docx to jpg.
The application supports drag-and-drop actions and is very easy to use.
You can also easily set output filename pattern and output image format.
You can also add folders of documents and also import list files of documents.
The application is also multilingual and translated into 39 different languages.
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Webpage :
https://www.4dots-software.com/word-to-images-converter/
Download Link :
https://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/WordToImagesConverterSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://repository.appvisor.com/info/appd51064f4a8be/Word_to_Images_Converter_4dots_pad.xml
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Batch Extract Images from Office

Do you want to batch extract images from powerpoint, batch extract images from
office documents, extract image from word doc , extract image from excel as a
batch ?
Then try Batch Extract Images from Office which can easily batch extract images
from Powerpoint, Word and Excel Office documents..
The application supports drag-and-drop actions and is very easy to use.
You can also easily set output filename pattern and output image format and quality.
You can also add folders of documents and also import list files of documents.
The application is also multilingual and translated into 39 different languages.
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Webpage :
https://www.4dots-software.com/batch-office-image-extractor/
Download Link :
https://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/BatchOfficeImageExtractorSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://repository.appvisor.com/info/appc700f573a5ad/Batch_Office_Image_Extractor_pad.xml
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Convert Word to Video 4dots

Do you want to convert word to video, doc to mp4, docx to mp4 ? Do you want to
turn word to video to convert word to slideshow or so that others can see the Word
document without having Word installed ?
Then try Convert Word to Video 4dots which can easily convert word to video and
you can choose from 18 different image transition effects and also add background
music.
It has a large number of different output formats and output profiles, including profiles
for Android, Iphone, Ipod, PSP, XBOX, H265, MP4, AVI, Xvid, DVD e.t.c.
The application supports drag-and-drop actions and is very easy to use.
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You can specify page number ranges that will converted into video and also add exceptions for the image transition effect that will be used and how long each page
will stay on screen.
For example, you can specify that the first page will have a special image transition
effect and will stay longer on the screen.
You can also add folders of word presentations and also import list files of word documents.
The application is also multilingual and translated into 39 different languages.
Webpage :
https://www.4dots-software.com/convert-word-to-video/
Download Link :
https://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/ConvertWordToVideoSetup.exe
PAD File :
https://www.4dots-software.com/pads/convert-word-to-video-pad.xml
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Batch Document Image Replacer

Do you want to batch replace image in Word documents ? Do you want to quickly
change the logo of multiple Microsoft Word documents that is found in the header,
footer or document body ?
Do you want to batch replace image in Word documents easily so that you can save
time, effort and money ?
Then try Batch Document Image Replacer which can replace image in Word documents and can replace images of multiple Word documents with just a few clicks !.
Batch Document Image Replacer extracts and displays the unique images of the selected Word documents and you can easily choose with which image they should be
replaced with.
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Alternatively, you can specify which image to replaced based on their order in the
header, footer or document body.
The application supports drag-and-drop actions and is very easy to use.
You can also add folders of Word documents and also import list files of Word documents.
The application is also multilingual and translated into 39 different languages.
Webpage :
http://www.4dots-software.com/batch-document-image-replacer/
Download Link :
http://www.4dotssoftware.com/downloads/BatchDocumentImageReplacerSetup.exe
PAD File :
http://www.4dots-software.com/pads/batch-document-image-replacer.xml
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ONLINE TOOLS
http://coolonlinetimer.com

Gone are the times when physical, analog or digital watches, were the ultimate means to
measure time. Thankfully, the World Wide Web offers the unique opportunity to keep
time in a punctual û and even customizable û manner. Coolonlinetimer.com, the website
that was recently launched by leading software firm 4dots Software, is a free,
customizable online timer and stopwatch, featuring an array of intricate fonts and colors.
ôAt 4dots, we aim to provide software solutions that address common needs.
Coolonlinetimer.com was developed after careful planning and deliberation, to cover a
broad range of activities. Users can set a timer or an alarm; a from/to date countdown; a
counter; select an hourglass feature, and much moreö said Mr. Peter Dodson, 4dots
SoftwareÆs media representative.
He continued, ôCoolonlinetimer.com is fully customizable, as users can either select a
predefined display style, or create their own. Clock customization entails having the
option to choose between all the available Google fonts, as well as define the clockÆs
text and background color, and the pageÆs background color, too. WhatÆs more, users
can even set one of their own images as the clockÆs background, either through
providing a URL to the image, or uploading it from a local file. The same applies for
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sounds û anyone using Coolonlinetimer.com has the ability to choose their own local
alarm sound file, image or video.ö
In addition to its highly popular countdown feature, Coolonlinetimer.com also features a
cash clock, basket counter, soccer counter, chess timer, chess clock, analog timer and
analog chess clock options.
Coolonlinetimer.com is currently available in eight languages (English, German, French,
Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, Chinese, Japanese and Russian), while the company has
shared its plans of making it available in several other languages, in the near future.
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http://cssspritestool.com

cssspritestool.com is an easy to use CSS sprites generator tool. CSS Sprites are useful
for SEO purposes and for website performance improvement.
cssspritestool.com is unique because it allows the user to load and save projects and
reuse the user's work and css sprites another time later.
Simply, the user has to drag and drop images (png,gif,jpg images) and then press on the
"Generate CSS Sprite" button to generate the css sprite. Then the combined sprite image
will be generated and displayed to the user and also the required css and html code to
use it on the user's site. The user has to copy and paste this code to his site and download
and add the generated image to his site.
To download the generated files directly as a zip archive, the user can press on the
"Download Zip Package" button.
If the user presses on the "Download Zip Package" button then the zip archive contains a
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file called "Project.cssproj.zip". This is the project file and the user can use it to reuse his
work later.
To open a project the user has to simply drag and drop the "Project.cssproj.zip" file and
then press on the "Open Project" button that will appear.
The user can also set the padding between the images of the sprite, the alignment of the
sprite (horizontal or vertical) and also the css class prefix. Also, the user can set the
desired sprite image type (png,gif or jpg).
Maximum Image Size : 25MB
Maximum Number of Images:200
Time till sprite image Files get Deleted: 1 day
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http://md5now.com
md5now.com is a free online tool to generate and compare MD5 hashes from text. It
does also support CRC32, SHA1, SHA224, SHA256, SHA384, SHA512, RIPEMD160,
RIPEMD256, RIPEMD320, Tiger, Whirlpool, Panama, CRC16 hashing algorithms.
The user has to simply enter the text and the press on the "Generate" button. The
encoding of the text can also be specified and the hashing algorithm as well.
The user can then enter another hash at the "Comparison MD5 Hash" textbox and press
on the "Compare" button to compare the two hashes.
Moreover, if the user enters another text and other hashes are generated, he can easily
compare the current with the previous ones, by selecting them from the list of previous
hashes that is provided.
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http://base64encodedecode.com
Free Online Tool to Base64 Encode or Base64 Decode any Text. You can also set
different Text Encodings and choose whether to insert Line Breaks in the result.
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http://encoderdecoder.com
Free Online Tool to Base64 Encode / Decode any Text or to HTML Encode / Decode,
URL Encode / Decode or XML Encode / Decode any Text. Encodings also supported.

Code Blog
https://www.4dots-software.com/codeblog/
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PAD Files
You can view and download the PAD files of our software applications at this webpage :
https://www.4dots-software.com/pads/

Support
https://www.4dots-software.com/support/

Sitemap
https://www.4dots-software.com/sitemap.php

PRODUCT CATALOG
https://www.4dots-software.com/downloads/4dots-Software-PRODUCT-CATALOG.pdf

Affiliates
Become an affiliate - Affiliate Programs via Shareit
Through our affiliate program you can earn money by promoting our paid software. As a
website owner you have the opportunity to earn 20% commission (or more) for each
sale of our software referred by you in any legal way. To become our affiliate you
have to contact us via email and create a Shareit affiliate account (if you don't have
one) and after that follow the steps described for each affiliate program.
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Copyrights

Copyright (c) 2019 4dots Software.
All right reserved.
This document is provided for information purposes only and the contents hereof are
subject to change without notice. This document is not warranted to be error-free, nor
subject to any other warranties or conditions, whether expressed orally or implied in law,
including implied warranties and conditions of merchantability or fitness for a particular
purpose. We specifically disclaim any liability with respect to this document and no
contractual obligations are formed either directly or indirectly by this document.
Other product names used here are for identification purposes only all trademarks and
registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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